Detection and classification of emotion categories expressed by a sentence is a challenging task, due to subjectivity of emotion. To date, most of the models are trained and evaluated on single genre and when used to predict emotion in different genre, their performance drops by a large margin. To address the issue of robustness, we model the problem within a joint multi-task learning framework. We train this model with a multigenre emotion corpus to predict emotions across various genres. Each genre is represented as a separate task, we use soft parameter shared layers across the various tasks. our experimental results show that this model improves the results across the various genres, compared to a single genre training in the same neural net architecture.
Introduction
Sentence-level emotion detection is garnering a lot of attention recently. To date, most systems are trained and evaluated on a single genre resource. However, the problem is robustness, when such models are applied to new genres, the performance expectedly drops significantly. In this paper, we propose a model to address the genre robustness issue.
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We frame the problem as a joint multi task learning problem, where each of the genres is represented as a separate task that shares information with other tasks (genres). Our model, the Joint Multi-Task Emotion (JMTE), illustrated in figure 1, trains on emotions in four genres of data: Blog Posts, News Headlines, Movie Reviews, and Tweets. Experimental results show that using JMTE achieves better results, over a single model trained on a single of these different genres. We also study the impact of specifically adding Twitter data that is distantly supervised to the training models. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We describe our multigenre corpus in section 2; We present our devised JMTE model in section 3; Experimental conditions and results are presented in section 4; Discussion is presented in section 5; We review related studies in section 6; Conclusions are described in section 7.
Data
We create a unified multigenre data set annotated on the sentence and clause level using the 8 emotions from Plutchik (Plutchik, 1962) , which includes the following 8 emotions: joy, trust, anticipation, surprise, anger, fear, sadness, disgust (PL8) and a no-emotion category (Tafreshi and Diab, 2018) . 1 Our combined multigenre corpus includes the following data sets: The emotional blog post (BLG) (Saima and Stan, 2007) comprising 4,115 sentences; The headlines dataset (HLN) (Carlo and Rada, 2007) comprising 1,250 sentences; a movie review dataset (MOV) (Bo and Lillian, 2005) where people express their opinions about movies, sound tracks, and casts. The MOV dataset contains 11,855 sentences. Both BLG and HLN were originally annotated using the 6 basic emotion categories from (Paul, 1992) , happiness, sadness, fear, anger, surprise and disgust (EK6), while the MOV data set was annotated for sentiment and sentiment intensity. The three corpora resulted in 17,220 sentences annotated with the PL8 emotion tag set, from which 3993 sentences are annotated with no-emotion. That corpora annotated using the crowd sourcing platform CrowdFlower 2 . The inter-annotator agreement (IAA) achieved was 79.95%. We refer to this data set as BHM corresponding to BLG, HLN, and MOV, respectively. We further experiment with a fourth dataset from Twitter. We added 13,227 randomly selected tweets (to match the BHM collection size) from the EmoNet (Muhammad and Ungar, 2017) tweet collection, which has a total of 547,555 tweets tagged with PL8 and its extension into 16 fine grained emotion tags. EmoNet is labeled using distant supervision, namely relying on hashtag information to render the emotion tag. We only selected for our corpus tweets that had emotion tags corresponding to the PL8 emotions. This collection has no no-emotion tag. We refer to this data set as TweetEN. Accordingly, our annotated multigenre corpus includes: BLG, HLN, MOV, and TweetEN, comprising a total of 26,454 annotated sentences with PL8 labels. We refer to this combined corpus as BHMT. Table-1 shows data statistics.
Proposed Approach
We model the problem as a joint multitask learning architecture. We use a Gated Recurrent Neural Network architecture (GRU), inspired by (Muhammad and Ungar, 2017) . We create two tasks in JMTE, one trained on the TweetEN data set (Task-E) and the other trained on the BHM data (Task-BHM). The reason to model them separately is that they are annotated in very different ways: TweetEN is annotated using distant supervision relying on hashtags, vs. BHM which is annotated completely manually. We balance the distribution of labeled data per emotion across the two tasks. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)-has been widely used in the literature to model sequential problems. RNN applies the same set of weights recursively as follow:
RNN input vector x t ∈ R n at time step t is calculated based on a hidden state and an input from the current state based on Eq. 1. The function f is a nonlinearity such as tanh or ReLU. Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) and Gated Recurrent Neural Nets- (Cho, 2014; Chung, 2015) are implementations of RNNs that circumvent some of the major issues with RNNs as they are much better at capturing long-term dependencies, and dealing with the vanishing gradient problem (Bengio et al., 1994; Pascanu et al., 2013) .
Gated Recurrent Neural Nets- (Cho, 2014; Chung, 2015) is very similar to LSTM with the following equations:
GRU has two gates, a reset gate r t , and an update gate z t . Intuitively, the reset gate determines how to combine the new input with the previous memory, and the update gate defines how much of the previous memory to keep around. We use Keras 3 GRNN implementation to setup our experiments. We note that GRU units are a concatenation of GRU layers in each task.
Shared layers -these two tasks, Task-E and Task-BHM share the word embedding (i.e. Keras embedding) layer. We setup this layer in two different ways: a) initiating random weights for each word vector and tune these weights using the training set, b) initiating the weights from pre-trained word embedding model and let the embedding layer to tune the weights using the training set. The task specific GRU layers share soft parameters between each of the two layers, we observed that soft parameter sharing creates better weights for this layer. Shared GRU takes advantage of the underlying emotion cues structure shared among the genres (e.g. presence of adjective and adverbs) as well as semantic and syntactic emotion features that improve emotion detection and classification in different genres.
Task Specific Layers -each task has 3 hidden dense layers and a softmax layer for prediction, this setup allows freedom for each task to have auxiliary input layers and be optimized per task. We optimize these layers per task.
Training JMTE Model
We set the dimensionality of the input embedding layer to 300 and the hidden GRU to 70. We concatenate clause feature, explained at 4.2 to Task-BHM embedding layer. At each training epoch, we train the model in the following order: shared embedding, shared soft parameters of the hidden GRU, 3 specified hidden dense layers for each task. We experimented with different number of units in dense layers and our results on dev set suggest the following setup for dense layers: 300 units for Task-E and 200 units for Task-BHM. We use a softmax layer for predicting emotion tags. Further, we use an input maximum length of 70, 10 epochs, and Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) optimizer with a learning rate 0.001. We use dropout (Graves et al., 2013) for regularization, with a dropout rate: 0.3 for both tasks. The loss function is a categorical-cross-entropy function. We use a mini batch (Cotter, 2011) of size 65.
Experiments and Results

Data
We split the data representing each emotion category per genre into 70%,10%,20% for train, dev, and test, respectively. We added dev set to training set after tuning our model parameters on dev set.
Baseline Models
We compare our proposed models to two baselines: a feature engineering architecture LIBLINEAR from the SVM family. We leverage LIBLINEAR architecture implementation in Weka. 4 ; and a single GRU model architecture where we use all the data from both TweetEN and BHM in a single model.
Feature Engineering Baseline:
For the LIBLINEAR setting, we build our model combining a number of features: character and word n-grams (uni-gram and bi-gram); POS: presence of POS tags taken from PennTreebank; syntactic features like presence of adjective, adverbs, or negation; and semantic features like presence of emotion words based on EmoNet lexicon (Mohammad, 2012) , and clause feature, which we explain below. We report weighted F1 scores across the 8 PL8 emotion tags. Clause feature -for this feature, we study the distribution of clauses emotion tags in multi-clausal sentences. We note that the majority of those sentences with multiple clauses tend to have clauses with specific emotion labels (e.g. sentence emotion tag joy, have clauses with tags trust, anticipation, no-emotion, and surprise). We model this feature as an 8-dimension vector, where each dimension represent one emotion tag with a binary value: 1 indicates the presence of sub-sentential emotion clause tag and 0 otherwise. Table 2 illustrates the results of the LIBLINEAR models. We combine the test sets for BLG and HLN as they are relatively small. In LL1, training with TweetEN yields the worst results on all 3 data sets even on the TweetEN test set (within genre setting). In LL3, training with MOV yields the lowest within genre results compared to the other sets. In LL4, training with a combination of BLG+HLN+MOV and TweetEN yields the best results on TweetEN and MOV data sets. In addition, in this condition we combine gold annotated set, BHM, with distant supervision set TweetEN. In LL2, training with BLG+HLN, which is the smallest training set yields the best results on BLG+HLN, and compare to LL1, yields better results on TweetEN and MOV. Hence, size is not a factor in the performance and the feature engineering approach is not robust towards genre variation. Single Task NN Learning Baseline: We experiment with a GRU architecture as a single task. The architecture is similar to the JMTE framework with an embedding layer, followed by a GRU, then 3 dense layers followed by a softmax classification layer. Both the GRNN and JMTE are implemented using Keras and Tensorflow 5 in the backend. Table 4 : Weighted macro F1-scores yielded by baseline models using all the training data BHMT compared against the JMTE model.
setup, a) we initiate random weights for word vectors b) we initiate the weights using pre-trained word embedding; in both of these settings we tuned the word vectors using the training set. We experimented with different word embedding models, mainly to have a better coverage for all these 4 genres in our corpus. Common training set for word embedding models are wiki+news, news, tweets, and common crawl, and the methods are Word2Vec , GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) , and fasText (Bojanowski et al., 2016) . Our results indicate that common crawl corpus with 2 million words, trained using fastText model has the most word coverage among these genres. 6 We experimented with google news (trained using word2vec), wikipedia+Gigaword (trained using GloVe), Twitter (trained using GloVe). 7 The best results are obtained using all the data in condition GRNN5-pt which trains on all the labeled data, and we used pre-trained word embedding to initialize the wights for embedding layer. The results yielded by the Deep learning model surpass those of the LIBLINEAR baseline by a significant margin comparing GRNN5-pt (F1 scores of: 78.1%, 83.6%, 91.0%, for TweetEN, BLG+HLN, MOV, respectively) compared with LL5 (F1 scores of: 43.9%, 21.7%, 79%, for TweetEN, BLG+HLN, MOV, respectively). GRNN1-pt and GRNN3-pt indicate that within genre training and testing yields the best results. Even when there is more data available for training, comparing GRNN1-pt (more training data) compared to GRNN3-pt condition, GRNN3-pt yields higher results on the MOV (within genre) test data at 69.9% vs. 45.7% F1 score as yielded from GRNN1-pt condition. GRNN1-pt consistently beats LL1 across all test sets, likewise for GRNN3-pt and LL3. The pattern is consistent. Table 4 shows the performance of the JMTE model proposed in this paper against the two baselines GRNN (GRNN5-pt) and LIBLINEAR (LL5) when using all the data for training. Overall, the JMTE-pt yields the best results across all test data sets, significantly outperforming the LIBLINEAR baseline as well as beating the single task GRNN architecture.
Joint MultiTask Learning of Emotion Model:
Discussion
It is worth noting that we could not compare our results against other systems in the literature since available systems are typically trained on the EK6 tag set. The only system we know that is trained and tested on the PL8 tag set is that of Muhammad and Ungar (2017) but the test set is twitter data which is Table 5 : F-score results with LIBLINEAR and JMTE across different emotion tags, per genre. Emotion tags anger and trust are minority in MOV, hence, the model could not predict correct instances in these two emotion categories.
not a stable data set. 8 Furthermore, in an attempt to understand the performance of the various models per emotion tag. Table 5 compares F-score per emotion tag between LIBLINEAR and JMTE, which indicates JMTE is able to learn each emotion tag better than LIBLINEAR and GRNN models. We built JMTE to generalize emotion detection and classification across different genres. Certainly, adding more data would create better results, but this is not the aim of our study. We observe that LIBLINEAR has shortcoming when we add TweetEN to the training set, and when we train LIBLINEAR with different genre than TweetEN. JMTE and GRNN overcome this shortcoming across all genres, and for some genres the improvement is significant (i.e. BLG+HLN and TweetEN). GRNN produces close results to JMTE, however JMTE has the advantage to be specialized per genre by adding auxiliary layers and genre specific layers.
LIBLINEAR trained on BLG+HLN+MOV performed poorly on tweetsEN, this model can only classify joy and disgust, with f-score 42.0% and 63.0% respectively and these two emotion tags are the most populated tags in this set. Although JMTE is able to generalize emotion classification across genres and create the best results, however, GRNN trained on BLG+HLN+MOV created better results for HLN, which indicates JMTE needs auxiliary (i.e. specific) layer for different genres, particularly if the genre has lower amount of test and train data (HLN) or genre is very different compare to other genres (MOV). In our setup HLN has the minimum number of instances in multigenre corpus (training: 825 and test: 425) and MOV is very different compare to tweets, BLG, and HLN, hence, adding specific layers for these genres can improve the results. Other challenge here is pre-trained word embedding model. We observed that pre-trained word embedding creates better results, however, none to the best of our knowledge are trained using different genres to correspond to our need. We observe the results in Table 3 using pre-trained word embedding, and the significance of better coverage for all the genres. Comparing GRNN4 vs GRNN4-pt on TweetEN 31.7% vs. 32.9%, which has only 1% improvement, vs., GRNN2 vs. GRNN2-pt on TweetEN 33.7% vs. 40.2% which has 7% improvement, which, is an indication that an effective word embedding can improve the results by a large margin, as GRNN2-pt has less training data compare to GRNN-4. Further, we observed that most of the instances that are misclassified in BLG, HLN, and MOV, are the ones with lower confidence score annotation, as these sets are manually annotated. In addition, observing the confusion matrix in JMTE suggests that in both tasks data points are separable, since misclassified data points are not skewed towards particular or the most popular classes. However, emotion tag surprise is mainly misclassified with joy and discussed, we further observed the data points to address this issue and noticed most of these data points imply surprise and even as human it was difficult for us to categorize them as surprise.
6 Related Work
Emotion Detection and Classification
Emotion detection has attracted several NLP applications like chatbots, stock market, and human personality analysis. Several studies investigated the problem in various genres. We present some of the studies most relevant to this paper. In the literature, emotion detection is cast as a classification problem, hence, the objective is to effectively learn emotion cues. Among the feature engineering approaches, we review the following works: Gilad (2005) collected a set of blog posts -online diary entries -which include an indication of the writers' mood. Carlo and Rada (2007) collected and manually labeled 1,250 headlines (HLN) for emotion classification and valence (i.e. positive, negative) using the 6 basic emotions identified by Ekman (Paul, 1992 ) (EK6) tags. Saima and Stan (2007) collected and labeled a blog posts corpus (BLG) using EK6 tags on both the sentence and the phrase levels, they annotated emotion categories, emotion intensity, and identifying emotion phrases in blog posts. Diman et al. (2010) experimented with hierarchical classification for emotion analysis which considers the relation between neutrality, polarity and emotion of a text. Diana and Carlo (2010) presented a categorical model and dimensional model for recognition of affective states (emotion cues). Mohammad (2012) investigated word-level affect lexicons features on sentence-level emotion detection. Özbal and Daniele (2013) showed the effect of incorporating different levels of syntactic and semantic information on sentence level emotion detection. In recent years, unlimited access to social media data such as Twitter and Facebook, enabled the community to have access to large amount of data. In these works researchers have used supervised learning model trained on lexical, semantic, and stylistic features to classify emotion in Twitter (Wenbo et al., 2012; Roberts et al., 2012; Ashequl and Ellen, 2013; Yan, 2014; Saif and Svetlana, 2015; Yan and Howard, 2016; Svitlana and Yoram, 2016) . Muhammad and Ungar (2017) proposed a gated recurrent neural network architecture to classify emotion in tweets.
Multi-Task Learning in Deep Neural Net
Multi-Task learning is inspired by human learning. As human, when we learn new tasks, often we apply the knowledge we have gathered from related tasks. In the literature, multi-task learning comes in different forms: joint learning, learning to learn, and learning with auxiliary tasks. The following studies show the benefit of multi-task learning in closely-related or different type of tasks (R, 1993; Ronan and Jason, 2008; Collobert et al., 2011; Xiao et al., 2011; Seltzer and Droppo, 2013; Devries et al., 2014; Xia and Liu, 2015; Luong et al., 2015; Anders and Goldberg, 2016; Kazuma et al., 2016; Andor et al., 2016; Jonathan et al., 2016; Makoto and Bansal, 2016) . To the best of our knowledge multi-task learning has not been studied to detect emotion in multigenre text input. The closest work to ours is the work of (Xia and Liu, 2015) . In the latter study of (Xia and Liu, 2015) , they proposed a multi-task learning framework that leverages activation and valence information for acoustic emotion recognition. Our work contributes the following: a) we empirically illustrate that emotion cues can be learned robustly across genres by framing the problem as a Joint Multi-Task learning problem.
Conclusion
Combination of different genre datasets can improve and generalize emotion detection in sentences. We showed multi-task deep neural net models are able to successfully classify emotion in multigenre and across genres. We showed that unified annotation is beneficial for emotion detection through combining different genres to augment and create larger training sets. We discuss the impact of pre-trained word embedding in emotion classification and the challenges involve finding a proper word embedding that has the most coverage among different genres in our corpus. Our future direction is to increase number of instances for minority genres and experiment with formal and informal text to represent different tasks. We aim to experiment with more robust tuning method to create better pre-trained word embedding. Further, we aim to add genre specific layer to improve results across different genres.
